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that anyone could compile an encyclopedia on bodybuilding and resistance training, let alone one more than eight hundred pages long? After all, how much is there to say about hoisting heavy metal plates? Bodybuilding isn’t, as they say, rocket science. Well, many people take exactly that approach when they begin a bodybuilding program; I know
because they’re easy to spot at the gym. Such individuals generally load excessively heavy weights on a bar, heave the iron with whatever form it takes to get the weight up (with an extra thrust from the lower back for good measure), and then let the bar come crashing down. That’s not bodybuilding! Strong on desire but short on smarts, these folks
are either sidelined by an injury or often will give up quickly because they aren’t seeing any significant results from all the work they’re doing. The truth is, it doesn’t take a Ph.D. to learn the complexities of bodybuilding, but neither does it come as naturally as, say, riding a bike. Heck, the bodybuilding vocabulary is like a foreign language: pyramid
training, gastrocnemius, negatives, periodization, instinctive training, spotting. Learning the many distinct elements of resistance training, from the hundreds of unique exercises and variations to understanding how to put together a results-producing workout, all take time and practice. To make progress at the fastest rate possible, you’ve simply got
to know what you’re doing. If you’re rich enough to afford $50 (or more) an hour for a personal trainer you might be able to get away with being a bodybuilding dumbbell. Or, for about the price of a single session, you can invest in this encyclopedia and reap a lifetime of gains that’ll start with your very next workout. Many people forget that I, like
you, was once a beginner, and started building my body and my career standing in exactly the same position you are right now. If you find that difficult to believe, there’s a selection of photos from my teenage years that will show how far I had to come, how much work I had to do. What made me stand apart from my peers, though, was a deep, deep
desire to build muscle and the intense commitment to let nothing stop me. Along the way I made countless mistakes because the only guidebooks I had were a couple of Joe Weider’s English-language muscle magazines, and I didn’t even speak the language! The magazines inspired me to learn English so I could follow my early idol Reg Park’s routine.
Still, the magazine could teach me only some rudimentary concepts; everything else was done by trial and error. Experience, however, is the best teacher as long as you learn from your mistakes. When I began, I trained biceps far more intently than I did triceps, a larger muscle group. I pretty much skipped ab training altogether because that era’s
conventional wisdom dictated that the abdominals received enough stimulation during many heavy compound movements. I put so little effort into calf training in those early years that when I finally came to America, I was forced to redouble my efforts. I even went so far as to cut off the pant legs on my training sweats so that my calves were
constantly visible and under scrutiny—a constant reminder to me that my weaknesses deserved greater attention. Nor did we have many machines available; I never used a leg curl or leg extension during my first years as a bodybuilder. Most of all, though, I was handicapped by my lack of knowledge; my catalog of exercises to shape the total body
consisted of just a few movements. Fortunately, with this book, you don’t have to make the same mistakes I did. You’ll find, as I did, that building muscle builds you up in every part of your life. What you learn here will affect everything else that you do in your life. As you witness the fruits of your labor, your self-worth and self-confidence improve, and
these traits will color your work and interpersonal relationships long past your competitive days. I credit bodybuilding with giving me not just physical attributes but also with laying the foundation for everything else I’ve accomplished—in business, acting, even family. I know I can succeed in anything I choose, and I know this because I understand
what it takes to sacrifice, struggle, persist, and eventually overcome an obstacle. Even today, many of the people I work with comment upon my commitment; when I’m making a movie, I’m ready to do a difficult scene over and over again until we get it right. Why? It all comes back to discipline. If you make a commitment to better your physical
health, you’ll find the same self-discipline, focus, and drive for success carries through into the rest of your life’s activities. Though you may not realize it now, you’ll eventually recognize it when you take the same disciplined approach in tackling a particular challenge. That’s another reason I’m so enthusiastic about what bodybuilding can do. This
book is not a biography, not the story of my life as a seven-time Mr. Olympia winner or even a history of my life as an actor. (If you’re interested, you can find all that elsewhere.) Though I’m known mainly as a bodybuilder-turned-actor and businessman, on various occasions I’ve been able to take on another role, one that brings me the greatest
amount of personal pride, and that’s the role of teacher. That’s why I published the original encyclopedia in 1985 and have continued my close association with the sport. In the years since that first publication I’ve been collecting, studying, and revising information for this expanded and updated reference. That I can say I was able to inspire a
generation of men and women of all ages to take charge of their health and fitness is truly gratifying. From the couple of dozen students of bodybuilding who heard me give a seminar in the mid-1970s at a Santa Monica gym, to the elementary and high schoolers I tried to empower to exercise when I traveled to all fifty states as chairman of the
President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, to the less fortunate who compete in the Inner City Games throughout the year and the developmentally challenged who participate in the Special Olympics, to the readers of my weekly syndicated newspaper column and the ones I write in the muscle magazines, to you the reader of this
encyclopedia, you are all very much the reason I’ve undertaken this gargantuan effort. I am indeed grateful that you’ve chosen me as your teacher. That I can share with you my greatest passion in the world, which is truly the only real secret to health, longevity, and a better quality of life, has made this book an endeavor of absolute necessity—and
joy! Bodybuilding is my roots, and I will continue to promote the sport and spread the word through my work. I’ve accumulated more than thirty-five years of bodybuilding experience, including tens of thousands of hours training with the world’s top bodybuilders from yesterday, like Bill Pearl, Reg Park, Dave Draper, Frank Zane, Sergio Oliva, and
Franco Columbu, to the champions of today, including Flex Wheeler, Shawn Ray, and eight-time Mr. Olympia, Lee Haney. I’ve studied the writings of the predecessors to modern-day bodybuilding, some of which date back more than a century, including Eugen Sandow’s System of Physical Training (1894), the United States Army’s Manual of Physical
Training (1914), and Earle Liederman’s Muscle Building (1924). I’ve interrogated the world’s pre-eminent exercise scientists, researched questions from students at seminars I’ve given on all the major continents from Africa to Asia to South America to more recent ones I hold each year in Columbus, Ohio—and poured every ounce of that knowledge
into this encyclopedia. With this reference book, which is designed for students ranging from rank beginners to competition-level bodybuilders to athletes looking to improve their performance to those who simply want to look better and be healthier, readers are free to pick through the expansive knowledge it’s taken me so many years to accumulate.
In one sense, I feel like a doctor on call who is continually asked for expert advice. A skier in Sun Valley asked me recently how to build quad strength and muscular endurance to improve his performance; at a health convention, several people inquired about the latest on the muscle-building properties of creatine; at Wimbledon, a top tennis champion
wanted some advice on building his forearm strength; on vacation in Hawaii, a woman came up to me and asked what she could do to lose a hundred pounds of body fat and keep it off; at seminars, young bodybuilders want to know how to put a peak on their biceps and improve their outer-thigh sweep; when speaking to military personnel, I’m
commonly asked how to get more out of training with just very basic equipment. Every day I’m asked questions on topics ranging from vitamins A to zinc, to the need for rest and recuperation, to the false promises of performance-enhancing substances. This is why I decided long ago that if I was going to spread the gospel on the benefits of
bodybuilding I’d absolutely have to stay current with the material. That’s been no easy chore. Evolution in bodybuilding has occurred at the speed of light, both at the competitive level and among recreational athletes. Those who simply write that off as due to a greater use of anabolic drugs fail to see what’s taken place in the industry. Musclebuilding exercise, long scoffed at by coaches who claimed it made you muscle-bound and inflexible, has come under intense scrutiny by researchers. In fact, the science of resistance training is really becoming a science as exercise scientists verify what we bodybuilders have been working out by trial and error for years. That’s not to say we didn’t
know what we were doing; on the contrary, early physique champions were pioneers in the health and fitness field, planting the seeds of development for each generation that followed. We coined such phrases as No pain, no gain, words that every bodybuilder today knows and understands. Though science is showing us how best to manipulate the
variables that make up your training, you cannot discount the importance of environmental factors. I grew up in a poor family in post–World War II Austria, yet those conditions gave me a greater drive to succeed. Developing an instinctive sense about your training is another intangible factor that many top bodybuilders develop. Desire, discipline, and
drive all play a role. Science has a hard time quantifying these factors, but their importance is certainly profound. So, too, are your genetics: Some individuals have the bone structure and muscle-fiber makeup to succeed at the competitive level in power sports or bodybuilding. The bottom line is that with bodybuilding, anyone can make improvements
and achieve 100 percent of his or her potential, even without the potential to become a world-class athlete. Still, exercise scientists and medical experts studying the body, as well as researchers in the fields of diet and sports nutrition, are applying the lessons of yesterday to tweak and refine training techniques. If not set in stone, many of the ideas
may best be characterized as principles. Ultimately, however, any finding presented by the scientific community must be useful to students of the sport and bodybuilding champions themselves, who are the ultimate test of the validity of such ideas. Applying these truths to achieve results is the practical basis of this encyclopedia. The information that
I present on these pages is proved, of practical value, and will also work for you! Since I last published the encyclopedia, the nature of bodybuilding has undergone an evolution of sorts in a number of ways. A bench press is still a bench press, and a squat a squat. In fact, the execution of various exercises has changed very little, but I’ve witnessed a
number of other very important factors that have. Let me briefly review not just these developments, but how they can be applied to your workout. You’ll learn: • how to structure your workout, whether your goal is to become a physique champion or simply to firm and tighten your body, and how you can effectively target lagging areas; • how power
athletes can adjust repetition speed to build explosive strength; • which exercises to include for the greatest muscular benefits, and which ones are best left to advanced-level trainees; • how to put together a workout that emphasizes body-fat control vs. one that maximizes strength, and even how to cycle them to get the best of both worlds; • how to
not only reduce your risk of injury but actually lift more weight by adding a 5- or 10-minute warm-up and light stretching; • how to get the most out of each rep and each set, taking your muscles to total failure and reaping the greatest benefits in the pain zone; • how to mix up the training variables when you hit a training plateau; • when too much
enthusiasm will start reversing your muscle and strength gains. As I mentioned, few exercises are done any differently now than they were twenty years ago. Exceptions: Science has weighed in with a differing opinion on how you should do abdominal movements. The crunch movement, which features a shortened range of motion whereby the pelvis
and ribcage are drawn together, is a safer exercise than the common full-range sit-up. The best bodybuilders of my competitive era did have outstanding abdominals from doing sit-ups, but their strong midsections probably saved them from incurring spinal problems. Because lower-back pain afflicts more than three-quarters of all Americans at some
point, the sit-up is fairly universally contraindicated. So, I’ve completely overhauled the abdominal training section to meet current scientific opinion. I’ve also expanded the list of exercises to include the wide variety of crunch variations. The basic raw materials of weight training—barbells, dumbbells, and bodyweight exercises—haven’t changed
much either, but we can’t say the same about resistance-training machines, which have traditionally been favored by some users because of the safety factor. Today, dozens of manufacturers vigorously compete with one another, which is radically changing the face of the industry and the sport. Each year new versions of old favorites are becoming
increasingly sophisticated and smooth to operate, now closer than ever to mimicking free-weight movements. Some allow you to alter the angle of resistance from one set to the next; others increase resistance on the negative; still others use a computer to vary the resistance. I would expect we’ll see even more radical developments over the next
couple of decades. Commercial gyms aren’t the only ones to benefit; home gym use has skyrocketed as large, clunky machines have given way to smaller, safer models that don’t take a big bite out of the wallet and still fit nicely into a spare bedroom. That’s an ideal choice for individuals too busy to make it into the gym. In terms of nutrition, the raw
concept You are what you eat still rings true, but don’t discount the dramatic changes that have occurred in sports nutrition, either. Sure, science has engineered some super-foods, like firmer tomatoes, and we’re now raising fish in so-called farms and leaner meats from ostrich and beefalo, for example. Today, we also know more about the dietary
needs of the hard-training athlete and have seen the introduction of some important supplements that aid sports performance. Let’s start with the basic bodybuilding diet. I’ve seen a thousand and one fad diets come and go, but nearly every bodybuilder I know follows the same basic guidelines that I present in this book. More often than not, a lack of
progress in your muscle-building efforts can be linked to nutritional shortcomings in your diet. If I can hijack a phrase from computer technicians, if you put in garbage, you’ll very likely get garbage out. I present several commonsense strategies that can work for you. Among the macronutrients, I’m often asked about the role of protein and the key
amino acids that support tissue growth, how much you should be consuming in a given day, and how to time your meals for optimal absorption. Fats, mistakenly thought of as an enemy to bodybuilders, who may avoid them at all costs, play an important role in synthesizing key muscle-building hormones and maintaining health. No discussion on
nutrition would be complete without mentioning the most important supplements, some of which have dramatically changed the face of sports nutrition. Creatine is a proven performance enhancer, but a number of other products, including the amino acid glutamine, branched-chain amino acids, and antioxidants, are important to athletes as well. We
also know more about the ways in which nutrients are absorbed into the bloodstream; since not all foods are absorbed at the same rate, the glycemic index was created to measure insulin response, a key anabolic process. Given that a hard workout depletes your muscles of their glycogen stores (basically stored energy), the post-workout meal is
especially crucial. Research now tells us what it should contain and how soon you should be refueling after your training session. And who better than top-ranked bodybuilders themselves, who’ve endured innumerable contest-preparation cycles, to explain the tricks that even the noncompetitive bodybuilder can use to reduce his body fat, even if it’s
just to look great at the beach. The field of sports psychology is thriving along with the payroll of milion-dollar athletes. New theories and techniques demonstrate the importance of the mind in training and competition, how to spur motivation and stay focused, and how to set achievable short- and long-range goals. If you have a goal of becoming Mr.
Olympia, you’d better start by having a clear vision of your ultimate physique, then follow it up with a plan on how you’ll create it. Nothing happens by accident. You won’t, for example, become a respected doctor by happenstance; you’ll need to plan on years of intensive studies to reach your goal. The same goes with your training. Once you have
your goals clearly in mind, I’ll show you how to create your own personal workout routine, but the role of the mind doesn’t end there. As it did for me, that vision will inspire you on each burning rep of every set and successively take you one step closer to your goal. But there’s more to it than just what goes on in the gym: Dietary and lifestyle
considerations will also move you either closer to your desired destination or further away. That’s why the mind is so crucial in all sports, including bodybuilding. Your mind must first create the picture, and your training must be in sync with that visualization. As you begin to see changes, you start to feel better about yourself. The result is a selfperpetuating process: You focus your mind to train your body, and the changes that begin to take place impact your mind as well. Dream it, believe it, and you can achieve it! The exponential growth of bodybuilding has spawned a billion-dollar industry with unlimited career opportunities in health clubs, apparel, equipment, nutritional products,
publications and media, physical therapy, personal training and coaching, and other areas. Can you imagine making a living every day from an activity you freely choose to do as a hobby? If that’s where you’d like to be, learning all you can about the body and how it works is a great place to start. Paralleling the changes made in the study of
bodybuilding are the ones in society at large. Today, weight training is one of the most popular recreational fitness activities in America, but it certainly wasn’t that way some twenty-five years ago. I can remember hearing various coaches and athletes bash muscle-building, claiming it would hinder sports performance. (Gee, I wonder where those
guys are now!) Resistance training is being used by all kinds of people today. From the high schools to colleges and professional sports teams, weight training is helping to create better, stronger, even faster athletes. Sure it takes incredible natural ability to rise to the top of your sport, but without question resistance training provides the winning
edge. Baseball slugger Mark McGwire hits the iron regularly even during the season, as does just about every position player in the National Football League. I’ve even seen members of the NBA’s World Champion Chicago Bulls over at Gold’s Gym working out while they were in Los Angeles. You can bet they weren’t there taking pictures like
tourists! You can strengthen your backhand for tennis, build up your quads for skiing, add valuable height to your vertical leap in volleyball, improve your ability to withstand a hit in soccer, power your stroke and kick in swimming, and improve your strength and stride in sprinting, all with resistance training. What’s more, you’ll be more injuryresistant should a mishap occur. Of course, you wouldn’t expect a long-distance runner to train like a football player. Choice of exercises and manipulation of the training variables allow each athlete to tailor the activity to individual needs and goals. For some, like boxers and wrestlers who compete in weight classes, or gymnasts who can’t afford to
significantly increase their bodyweight, strength is critical, but a different type of training is required from traditional bodybuilding. A football lineman, shot-putter, or discus thrower each has his own specific training requirements for his activity. If you play a sport, you’ll learn how to customize your workout to meet your sport-specific (and even
position-specific) requirements. Still, in the end, no matter whether the athlete is 150 or 250 pounds, strength training is the common thread. Some occupations demand that personnel pass strenuous physical conditioning that mimics on-the-job conditions. Entrance requirements into the military, fire, and police academies require exacting levels of
fitness—in terms of strength, muscular endurance, and aerobic fitness—to ensure everyone’s safety and mission effectiveness. This is especially demanding (but by no means impossible) for women, who must train perhaps more vigorously than their male counterparts. Once you’re selected for admission doesn’t mean you no longer have to stay in
shape, either; to that end, police and fire departments are installing weight rooms in their facilities and encouraging their veterans to maintain peak levels of physical conditioning. Just a few years back during the Gulf war, the Washington Post reported that the number one request of servicemen in the Middle East was to have weights sent over so
they could keep up their training. To that point, they had been lifting pails full of sand. At that time I was serving as chairman of the President’s Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, and I approached a number of large equipment companies seeking donations. In all, we amassed more than four hundred tons of equipment, which General Colin
Powell insisted be airlifted to the troops. That’s how important physical fitness is to some of these guys! Resistance training is even being used by the elderly. After about age twenty-five you lose about a half pound of muscle for every year of life. Without an appropriate training stimulus, your muscles will eventually decrease in size and strength.
Regular exercise will help to hold back this aging process, which is really nothing more than a result of disuse. For many seniors, greater strength leads to independence and improved quality of life. Now before you visualize Granny under the squat rack, realize that even just basic movements can strengthen your muscles and bones and improve
flexibility, but must be tailored to the user. Today, exercising against the resistance of water in a pool is a popular activity among many seniors. New research shows that exercise can aid in the disease-fighting process, too. Don’t just take my word for it; this is confirmed fact. Just recently I read a report in the Journal of Strength and Conditioning
Research that weight training is aiding cancer patients. Numerous other studies have linked resistance training to improvements in individuals with diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, arthritis, asthma, and AIDS. Exercise can boost the immune system, allowing you to better fight off minor ailments, even mild depression. Again, the weight-training
program must be customized to meet the individual’s particular needs. What about younger people? Yes, they, too, can enjoy some of the benefits of a resistance-training program by making a few modifications, such as using a high-rep protocol and bodyweight exercises that will both strengthen and build bones and muscle. One of the most
remarkable recent fitness trends has been the doubling in popularity of strength training among women between 1987 and 1996. At the competitive level, the sport now offers contests for both bodybuilders and fitness competitors. At the noncompetitive level, most women prefer a workout that simply tightens and reshapes the body and works
particular problem areas like the glutes, hips, and triceps. Most often, women have different goals than men, who are generally more interested in bulking up and significantly increasing their strength. Though the goals of men and women may differ, which is reflected in program setup and choice of exercises, the execution of the movements is
identical. The female body also differs physiologically from a male’s: smaller skeletal structure, less upper-body mass in relation to the legs, more body fat and fat cells located in the hip, thigh, and glute areas compared to the waist. But given these facts, muscle fiber is muscle fiber and, whether on a male or female, responds to the same type of
exercises and training techniques. For many women, then, following the strength-training guidelines put forth with some modifications is the answer. Does that mean you’ll grow bigger muscles if you train like a man? Certainly not: Women produce so little testosterone, the anabolic hormone largely responsible for muscle growth, that the training
effect is far less pronounced. The bottom line here is that this book addresses various goals for just about every body type, age, and gender; a woman can make an equally impressive physique transformation even if her goal is not traditional bodybuilding per se. Ever broken a bone and later visited a physical therapist to begin rehab? Strength
training is useful here, too. Not only does it lower your risk of soft-tissue and joint injuries, but it’s your best tool for full recuperation and a speedy return to your activity. Whether it be temporary muscle soreness, lower-back pain, tight joints, or returning to action after you break a bone, resistance training will allow you to more quickly regain your
former levels of strength. From the days when Charles Atlas offered help to pencilnecks who had sand kicked in their face, bodybuilding has come a long way. Resistance training is now practiced worldwide. No doubt, it’s far more than building big arms and looking great at the beach (but those aren’t bad goals, mind you); weight training can
reshape and tone your body, improve your health as well as your game, keep you injury-free, and ensure a long, active future. Whether you’re a beginner looking for the nuts and bolts of training, an intermediate seeking to split your workout and bring up a lagging body part, or an advanced trainee looking to refine your physique and incorporate
advanced training techniques, you’ll find the answers in these pages. Obviously, then, the scale of changes that have occurred in the scope of bodybuilding and among its participants since I first published the encyclopedia are far greater than merely evolutionary—they approach revolutionary. Besides those just mentioned, we have a greater
understanding of the benefits of resistance training, which accounts in part for its tremendous popularity. Every person who enters a gym or health club brings a personal motivation as to why he or she has chosen resistance training to accomplish certain goals. Sure, the aim of bodybuilding is to develop greater muscle size and improve physical
appearance, but they are by no means the only reasons individuals train with weights. Consider also the effects on strength: You have the capacity to do greater work, both in terms of being able to lift a heavier weight one time (muscle strength) and to lift a lighter weight more times (muscle endurance). Some types of bodybuilding, like circuit
training, are a good choice to build heart health and improve the functioning of your lungs and respiratory system as well. Traditional bodybuilding combined with some type of aerobic training will promote even greater health benefits. In an increasingly technology-driven society that sits for long periods in front of computers and televisions and eats
too many calories from fat, obesity—and several major health consequences—is the result. Bodybuilding plays a major role in building lean muscle tissue and reducing body fat. Unlike adipose (fat) tissue, muscle tissue is metabolically active and has a high energy requirement for maintenance and rebuilding. An increase in muscle tissue corresponds
to an increase in your metabolic rate. Bodybuilding allows you to literally redesign your body and lose as much as two pounds of fat per week—without risking your health with diet pills or fad diets! One of life’s curious ironies is that individuals who are over-weight also have a tendency to be tired, while those who expend a lot of energy exercising
seem to have more. Other healthful effects can be measured as well. Research shows that resistance training done correctly makes you more flexible, not muscle-bound. That’s because when one muscle flexes during a movement, the antagonist muscle is stretched. Many top athletes who’ve spent years in the weight room, like muscular gymnasts and
track sprinters, must have tremendous flexibility to excel at their respective sports. I’ve even seen top pro bodybuilders like Flex Wheeler do the full splits onstage! Movement maintains flexibility, and I encourage you to work all body parts over their normal ranges of motion. As you age, especially if you’re a woman, your bones lose strength and size.
Resistance training can prevent and even reverse osteoporosis. That holds true for tendons and ligaments, too. Stronger muscles, bones, and connective tissue reduce your risk of injury. Skeletal muscle serves as a kind of shock absorber that helps dissipate force from a repetitive activity like running to a simple fall onto a hard floor. As I mentioned,
the importance of the psychological component in bodybuilding can’t be understated. Mental health professionals today agree that nothing beats exercise for defusing anxiety. In terms of self-respect, you can get this from a job well done, and physical fitness is no exception. You work to achieve your goals and can rightfully feel proud once you have
achieved them, gaining respect from others in the process. Let me finally add that training regularly can dramatically boost your sex life by giving you more energy, increasing testosterone levels, decreasing anxiety, and improving self-esteem. The summation of all this makes a remarkable and compelling case for bodybuilding. No wonder working
out with weights became the most popular fitness activity in America in 1995 as measured by the Fitness Products Council and has remained on top ever since. Even USA Today reported that significant improvements in muscle strength and tone by lifting weights only two times a week for 20 to 30 minutes are possible, despite the myth that
bodybuilders spend countless hours in the gym each day. So, are you going to be a part of this revolution in fitness or among the ever-expanding ranks of the nation’s obese? Here’s what I can offer you. It’s taken a book the size of this encyclopedia to put down in writing my vast experiences, ranging from training with yesterday’s champions to
conversations with today’s top-ranked bodybuilders, from consultations with exercise scientists, nutritionists, and researchers worldwide to investigating questions from readers like yourself who have asked me about training. As knowledge is never finite, I’ve endeavored to remain on top of the sport even as a retired competitor, studying the winning
formulas of the past as well as today’s most current theories. In reality, that still makes me a student of the sport, but because I still very much love bodybuilding, it’s something I plan on continuing for a very long time. At the same time, by sharing the wealth of knowledge, I can serve as teacher as well. If it suits you, think of me as your private
personal trainer. Here’s what you must do for me. It’s pretty simple, really, but I didn’t say easy—after all, as I said, the slogan No pain, no gain originated in bodybuilding circles. It’s what sets those who succeed apart from those who don’t: You must have a sincere and burning desire to achieve what you dream, dedicate yourself to making progress,
and take control of your circumstances to change your body. You must realize that such shortcuts as using anabolic/androgenic steroids lead only to short-term progress and potentially some very serious long-term health problems. Understand that bodybuilding isn’t an overnight process, but rather a lifelong one. Personal factors like your attitude,
commitment, and desire to improve your appearance play an important role in your ultimate success. Endeavor to learn all you can, train smart, listen to your body, and combine it with a good diet. But don’t get too caught up in trying to understand all the training ideas and myriad principles at once. You most likely don’t have the experience to
properly interpret all the information anyway. If you’re with me so far, you’re miles ahead of everybody else and are destined for greatness. I’ve tried to make this book as honest, accurate, and practical as possible. Study it, reviewing the material over and over, constantly referring to it when you have questions, need motivation for your next training
session, or are just looking for ways to make changes in your workout. You hold the answers right here in your hands. Ready to get started? I thought so. Let’s do it! Arnold Schwarzenegger November 1998 CHAPTER 1 Evolution and History AT THE END of the nineteenth century a new interest in muscle-building arose, not muscle just as a means of
survival or of defending oneself; there was a return to the Greek ideal—muscular development as a celebration of the human body. This was the era when the ancient tradition of stone-lifting evolved into the modern sport of weightlifting. As the sport developed, it took on different aspects in different cultures. In Europe, weightlifting was a form of
entertainment from which professional strongmen emerged—men who made their living by how much weight they could lift or support. How their physiques looked didn’t matter to them or to their audience. The result was that they tended to develop beefy, ponderous bodies. In America at this time, a considerable interest in strength in relation to its
effect on health developed. The adherents of physical culture stressed the need for eating natural, unprocessed foods—an idea that took root in response to the increasing use of new food-processing techniques. Americans were beginning to move from farms and small towns to the cities; the automobile provided a new mobility. But at the same time,
life was becoming increasingly sedentary, and the health problems that arise when a population eats too much of the wrong food, doesn’t get enough exercise, and exists in constant conditions of stress were just becoming apparent. The physical culturists were battling this trend with a belief in overall health and physical conditioning, advocating
moderation and balance in all aspects of life. The beer-drinking, pot-bellied strongmen of Europe were certainly not their ideal. What they needed was a model whose physique embodied the ideas they were trying to disseminate, someone who more closely resembled the idealized statues of ancient Greek athletes than the Bavarian beer hall bulls of
Europe. They found such a man in the person of Eugen Sandow, a turn-of-the-century physical culture superstar. Eugen Sandow Sandow made his reputation in Europe as a professional strongman, successfully challenging other strongmen and outdoing them at their own stunts. He came to America in the 1890s and was promoted by Florenz Ziegfeld,
who billed him as The World’s Strongest Man and put him on tour. But what really set Sandow apart was the aesthetic quality of his physique. Sandow was beautiful, no doubt about it. He was an exhibitionist and enjoyed having people look at his body as well as admire his strongman stunts. He would step into a glass case and pose, wearing nothing
but a fig leaf, while the audience stared and the women oohed and aahed at the beauty and symmetry of his muscular development. This celebration of the aesthetic qualities of the male physique was something very new. During the Victorian age men had covered themselves in confining clothing, and very few artists used the male nude as a subject
for their paintings. This is what made Sandow’s appeal so amazing. Due largely to Sandow’s popularity, sales of barbells and dumbbells skyrocketed. Sandow earned thousands of dollars a week and created a whole industry around himself through the sale of books and magazines. Contests were held in which the physical measurements of the
competitors were compared, then Sandow awarded a gold-plated statue of himself to the winners. But, ultimately, he fell victim to his own macho mystique. It is said that one day his car ran off the road and he felt compelled to demonstrate his strength by single-handedly hauling it out of a ditch. As a result the man whom King George of England had
appointed Professor of Scientific Physical Culture to His Majesty suffered a brain hemorrhage that ended his life. Eugen Sandow Feats of strength popularized by The Great Sandow George Hackenschmidt Around the same time George Hackenschmidt earned the title. The Russian Lion for his performance when he won the Russian weightlifting
championship in 1898 as well as various world wrestling championships. After immigrating to Great Britain, he eventually made a fortune. He was also a fluent orator and a prolific writer who turned out philosophical books such as The Origins of Life, debated intellectuals like George Bernard Shaw, and even challenged Albert Einstein to an
exchange of ideas. And there were many more—Professor Louis Attila, Arthur Saxon, Hermann Goerner, Oscar Hilgenfeldt, and W. A. Pullum. They created an illustrious tradition of men of strength that continues right up through Paul Anderson and Vasily Alexeev and other weightlifters of our day. One of those for whom the pursuit of physical
culture became practically a religion was the publisher-businessman Bernarr Macfadden, a man who could serve as the prototype health nut of all time. To promote the idea that physical weakness was actually immoral, he founded the magazine Physical Culture. Later he went on to publish the New York Evening Graphic, a newspaper aimed at an
uneducated, unsophisticated audience. Arthur Saxon Hermann Goerner Macfadden was a master promoter and, starting in 1903, he presented a series of contests at Madison Square Garden in New York to select the Most Perfectly Developed Man in the World. At that first contest, he offered a prize of $1,000—a small fortune in those days—along
with the title. Both the contests and the magazine were successful for decades. And Macfadden practiced what he preached, walking barefoot every morning from his home on Riverside Drive in New York City to his office in mid-town and appearing bare-chested in his own magazine. He was an example of health and fitness until well into his
seventies. Macfadden probably would not have approved of modern bodybuilding, with its emphasis on the visual development of the body rather than athletic skill. However, he and other physical culturists played a big part in the evolution of bodybuilding. His contests helped to promote interest in how the body looked rather than simply how strong
the muscles were, and there emerged from these contests a superstar who was to become one of the most famous men in America for decades to come. The winner of Macfadden’s contest in 1921 was Angelo Siciliano. To capitalize on his growing fame, this magnificently developed man changed his name to Charles Atlas and acquired the rights to a
mail-order physical fitness course called dynamic tension. For more than fifty years boys have grown up seeing the ads for this course in magazines and comic books, including the one where the scrawny kid gets sand kicked in his face, sends away for a muscle-building course, then goes back to beat up the bully and reclaim his girl. Hey skinny, your
ribs are showing! became the most memorable slogan of one of what author Charles Gaines calls the most successful advertising campaign in history. Charles Atlas THE TRANSITION TO BODYBUILDING By the 1920s and 1930s, it had become evident that health and the development of the physique were closely connected, and that weight training
was the best way to produce the greatest degree of muscular development in the shortest possible time. Despite his advertisements even Charles Atlas used weights rather than the dynamic tension of isometrics to produce his outstanding body. Training knowledge was limited, but bodybuilders of that day were learning a great deal simply by
comparing their physiques with those of the stars of the previous generation. For example, one of the most famous turn-of-the-century strongmen was Louis Cyr, 300 massive pounds, thick, chubby, huge around the middle and every inch the barrel-shaped strongman. But by the twenties there appeared men like Sigmund Klein, who exhibited a
physique with beautiful muscular shape, balance, and proportion, as well as low body fat and extreme definition. Klein became very influential as a gym owner and writer on training and nutrition. His physique, compared to Cyr’s, was as day to night. Klein, along with Sandow and influential physical culturists like Macfadden, gradually began to
convince people that the look of a man’s physique—not just his ability to perform feats of strength—was worthy of attention because the kind of training that produced the aesthetically muscular body also contributed to overall health. But the era in which the male physique would be judged purely on an aesthetic basis was still a few years away.
Strength developed by weight training was still somewhat suspect in the 1930s, as if weightlifters were not truly worthy to be called athletes. It was almost considered cheating to build up your body by training in a gym instead of participating in a variety of sports. In his earliest writing, the late John Grimek, an Olympic weightlifter who served as the
model for so many aspiring bodybuilders, volunteered the information that his magnificent muscles were created by weightlifting, although you’d think that anyone seeing that physique on a beach would have realized that no amount of hand-balancing or water polo could have led to such development. Louis Cyr However, the tradition of physique
competition continued, and by the late thirties occasional shows brought together boxers, gymnasts, swimmers, weightlifters, and other athletes. These contestants had to perform some sort of athletic feat as well as display their physiques, so it was common for weightlifters of the day to be able to do hand-balancing and other gymnastic moves. In
1939 things started to change. The Amateur Athletic Union (AAU) stepped in and created a Mr. America contest of its own in Chicago on July 4. The winner was Roland Essmaker. The participants were still not full-fledged bodybuilders, but came from all sorts of athletic backgrounds and posed in everything from boxer shorts to jock straps. But as
more and more emphasis was put on how the physique looked, the weightlifters began to enjoy a distinct advantage. Weightlifting changed the contours of the body more than any other kind of training, so they were able to make a very strong and increasingly favorable impression on the judges. Sigmund Klein John Grimek In 1940 the AAU produced
the first real modern bodybuilding event. Mr. America that year and the next was John Grimek, who trained primarily by lifting weights in a gym. This served notice to anyone who wanted to compete against him that they would have to follow a similar training program. Grimek also put the lie to the idea that men who trained with weights were
muscle-bound and unable to perform well athletically. During exhibitions, he was able to stay on the stage doing lifting and posing that involved an extraordinary degree of strength, flexibility, and coordination. BODYBUILDING IN THE FORTIES AND FIFTIES The winner of the Mr. America title in 1945 was a man whom many believe to be the first
truly modern bodybuilder. Clarence Clancy Ross’s physique would not look out of place on any stage today—wide shoulders, flaring lats, narrow waist, good calves and abs. By this time the distinction between lifting weights purely for strength and training with weights to shape and proportion the body had been clearly made. The bodybuilder’s
physique, as opposed to other types of muscular development, was now recognized as something unique. However, bodybuilding still remained an obscure sport. No champion was known to the general public until Steve Reeves came along. Reeves was the right man in the right place at the right time. He was handsome, personable, and had a
magnificent physique. Veterans of the Muscle Beach era (Muscle Beach, now located in Venice, California, was that area of Santa Monica Beach where bodybuilders congregated in the late 1940s and early 1950s) recall how crowds used to follow Reeves when he walked along the beach, and how people who knew nothing about him would simply stop
and stare, awestruck. Clarence (Clancy) Ross Steve Reeves After winning Mr. America and Mr. Universe, Reeves made movies and became an international star with his portrayal of the title roles in Hercules (the role that both Reg Park and I were later to undertake for the movies), Morgan the Pirate, and The Thief of Baghdad. As far as the general
public was concerned, in the 1950s—except for the perennial Charles Atlas—there was only one famous bodybuilder: Steve Reeves. Reg Park in his early twenties Reg Park at forty Up to this point, it’s likely that no human being in the history of the planet had ever achieved the level of development of men like Grimek, Ross, and Reeves. Because they
were training harder and more methodically than anyone else ever had, bodybuilders began to learn things about the physical potential of the body that even medical scientists could not have predicted. The word spread and soon there were more and more great bodybuilders coming along every year—Bill Pearl, Chuck Sipes, Jack Delinger, George
Eiferman, and one of my great idols, Reg Park. I remember how incredible it seemed when I met Reg Park in 1967. I was almost speechless with awe. One reason I have always admired him is that he is a big man, very strong, with a powerful-looking physique. When I was just getting started I knew I wanted to build the kind of mass and density that I
had seen in his photos—big, rough, and Herculean. Reg was the next major champion to emerge when Reeves left competition for his movie career. He became Mr. Universe in 1951 and became Professional Mr. Universe in 1958 and in 1965. At
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